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“ YOU’RE GOING TO WANT ONE
OF THESE... MAYBE TWO.”
--Pat Moore, Range Owner, Newhall, CA.

The exciting new

CLAY TARGET GAME inspired by the Argentine shooting experience.
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is a new, original,
instinctive clay target game
for intermediate and advanced
shooters requiring speed, focus
and stamina. The shooter is
equipped with a sporting clays
shotgun, either 2 barreled or
semi-auto, and 25 target shotshells. All gauges of gun are
fun in this game.
The game field, or field of play,
could be sized to fit any terrain
but could fit well on an existing Skeet field. It is intended
to be circular or elliptical with
6 clay target traps (throwers)
ringed around the circumference of the field. Each trap is
positioned to throw a single
target into the field of play. In
a round, each trap is randomly
programmed to throw a target
multiple times. These traps
are numbered 1 through 6 (see
diagram next page).

thrown automatically (without
a voice command) when the
8 second delay elapses. After
firing at the second pair, the
shooter is again awarded an 8
second delay to reload for the
3rd random pair and so forth.
This continues through the
presentation of 12 random
pairs and 24 shots. After the
12th pair, the round ends with
a final 8 second delay, the presentation of a single target,
and the 25th shot. The shooter then checks his shotgun
for safety and quits the game
field. His score is counted by
the number of targets broken,
25 being a perfect score.

The shooter assumes a position
at the predetermined firing station placed off-of-center in the
circular game field and faces
the center of the field.
A round consists of 25 shots

fired at 12 randomly selected
pairs of clay targets, thrown
either simultaneously (true
pair) or with a 1 second delay
between targets (report pair)
and ending with a final single
target. A round begins with
a single voice command after
the shooter has safely assumed the firing station and
is loaded for the first pair.
The first pair is thrown and
presented to the shooter who
fires a single shell at each of
the 2 targets. After the second
shot is fired there will be an
8 second pause allowing the
shooter to reload and reassume a ready position. The
second random pair is then

HOW MANY HEARTBEATS
CAN YOU SQUEEZE INTO

8 SECONDS?

A round of 25 targets, 12 pairs and a final single, is finished in just under 2 minutes.
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The basic game, 12 random
pairs and 1 single target thrown
on a determined timed sequence
as shown above, states that the
shooter is unaware of the origin
of next target pair. Each pair is
thrown from a random combination of the traps (6 total) on
the field’s perimeter allowing
45 possible pair combinations.

1:20

Round ends

Because the pair presentations
are random, the shooter will be
unlikely to see the same combination twice in a round and no
two consectutive rounds will be
identical. The final single target
will also be thrown randomly
from one of the 6 traps.

The shooter is prohibited
from pivoting to acquire and/
or shoot thrown targets. The
shooters ‘field of fire’ is limited
to a 170 degree arc, 85 degrees
to either side of the game
field’s center which the shooter
must face prior to a pair or target being thrown. Any targets

broken outside the arc will be
disallowed, the round aborted,
and the score ruled invalid. The
rules require that the firearm
remain pointed within the field
of fire boundaries at all times
except when entering or exiting
the game field.

The excitement comes from both the 8 second interval between pairs
and the random presentation of the next pair. The programming insures
that no two pairs will be thrown consectutively and no two consectutive
rounds will be identical.
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45 different
possible pair
combinations.
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This diagram shows the basic
layout of an ARGENTINA™
field. Position of traps and
direction of target flight may
vary due to topography of the
range or the range owner’s
whim.
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Shooter stands
here and faces
center of circle.

The Argentina field could fit neatly on an existing Skeet field or Sporting Clays station.
The Argentina Field and the
variable aim of the traps,
insures an infinite variety of
target presentations without moving any traps or the
Shooter’s station.
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The Argentina Clays unit (see
next page) provides oncoming,
crossing and outgoing targets
all on the same shooting station
in an unpredictable mix of pair
combinations.

Each pair is selected
randomly from a pair
of the traps (6 total)
on the field’s perimeter. 45 different
combinations are
possible
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All the True Pair combinations, fifteen total, are shown
on the right. Thirty more
combinations of Report Pairs
are possible by adding the 1
second delay to the True Pair
combination and/or reversing
the order. For instance, 1/3 and
3/1 would be different Report
Pairs. See the Chart below for a
complete listing.

15 True Pairs
1/2 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/6
2/3 2/4 2/5 2/6 3/4
3/5 3/6 4/5 4/6 5/6

1/3

1/4

1/5

1/6

2/3

2/4

2/5

2/6

3/4

3/5

3/6

4/5

4/6

30 Report Pairs*
2/1 3/1 4/1 5/1 6/1
3/2 4/2 5/2 6/2 4/3
5/3 6/3 5/4 6/4 6/5

1/2 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/6
2/3 2/4 2/5 2/6 3/4
3/5 3/6 4/5 4/6 5/6

* X2, dependant on which trap throws first, for instance, 3/4 is a
different report pair presentation than 4/3.
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ARGENTINA CLAYS™ is pow-

ered by a unique combination
of chip sets and circuitry that
allow our proprietary software
to throw targets both randomly
and at the 8 second intervals.

Here’s what they are saying...

“ YOU’RE GOING TO WANT ONE OF THESE... MAYBE TWO.”
--Pat Moore, Moore-n-Moore Sporting Clays, Newhall, CA.

Call us for more information.

UNITS AVAILABLE
SPRING OF 2008

“My wife and I are both addicted to the new ARGENTINA™ game... In 20 minutes we both shot 4 rounds.” 		
					

--Chris & Janet Hammond, long time sporting clays shooters.

“I think you are onto something here... I really think you (range owner) are going to need at least 3 more
--Tom John, 5 time California Sporting Clays Champion.
ARGENTINA™ fields for the fun shoots.”

“Can be shot easily with a any gauge, 12, or 16 to a 410... what great practice for small gauge shooting.”
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--Bryan Laws, Master Class shooter.

“You (range owner) will need a water-cooled cash register...”
							

--Paul Neiderman, J&S AirStocks.

“We sold 207 rounds (5589 targets) in the first 7 days after we installed the game.... What a turbo boost
to our business... Its like Sporting Clays, FITASC, and 5 Stand all mixed into one game...Our Sport has
--Pat Moore, Moore-n-Moore Sporting Clays, Newhall, CA.
needed a game like this for a long time.”
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1.818.365.3946
www.argentinaclays.com

